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Lady Lakers Champs
T a i i m m  / t i t
Grand Valley Student
By Tim Syrek
News Writer
Ottawa County prosecutors are 
considering criminal charges this 
weekagainstan 18-ycar-old Grand 
Valley student whom police say 
was the cause of a double fatal 
traffic accident on Lake Michigan 
Drive.
According to police, John 
McCulIy, a freshman from Jones, 
Michigan, was heading westbound 
on M-45 when he rear-ended a 
van in the left lane wailing to turn 
south onto 8lh Avc. The impact 
forced the van to move across the 
centerline into the path of an 
oncoming semi-tractor. The semi 
collided with the van, killing the 
driver. A car heading cast swerved 
to avoid the crash and hit a jogger 
who was standing on the corner.
Roy Brown, 45, was pronounced 
dead at the scene, just a mile from 
his home. He was running south 
of his home when he was struck, 
said Ottawa County deputies.
Egbert Kuipcr, 47, was waiting 
to make a left turn when his van 
was struck from behind by 
McCulIy. The head-on collision 
with the semi-tractor killed Kui­
pcr. —
The driver of the semi-tractor, 
Brian Glenn Peterson, of 2532 
Clyde Park Avc. SW., is in serious
condition at Butterworth Hospi­
tal.
Richard George Jr., 21, of Birch 
Run, the driver of the car that struck 
Brown was not injured.
Ottawa County Sherrifs Lt. 
Larry Beld said "there was no re­
duced visibility, traffic was me­
dium, and the van’s turn signal 
was on, it was just driver inatten­
tiveness.”
“The first mistake was the rear- 
end crash. Secondly, the van had 
its wheels turned in the direction 
of the turn, which is a violation. If 
he would have had his wheels 
forward there would not have 
been as severe of an accident,” 
Beld said.
Accidents have become a com­
mon occurance on the stretch be­
tween Sand Creek and 68th Ave. 
Since 1980,15 people have died 
on “accident alley”.
Residents in the 8th Avc. area 
have been calling for changes in 
the road for 20 years. F.W. Mill- 
houpt, of 10450 8th Ave., has 
avoided M-45 totally for the last 
five years.
“It’s the hill that causes all the 
problems. Unless they flatten the 
hill down or reduce traffic speed, 
there will just be more problems,” 
said Millhoupl.
Marie Fazakerley, of 0-0760 
Lake Michigan Drive, was in her
By Tim Syrek
News Writer
Solutions to complaints from 
motorists involved in the everyday 
back-up of traffic at the 
intersection of 42nd Ave. and 
Campus Drive arc under study by 
Public Safety and Physical Plant.
According to A1 Wygant, Chief 
of the Campus Public Safety 
Department, the problem of vehicle 
stacking is severe around campus.
“With enrollment as high as it 
is, we have to maximize the space 
in each lot,” Wygant said. 
“Students arc driving to class when 
they could be walking.”
The problem occurs every day 
between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. The 
campus "rush hour” causes back­
ups at several points on campus, 
said Wygant. The intersection of 
42nd Ave. and Campus Drive is 
where the most severe stacking 
takes place.
“If two cars decide to turn left, 
there is not enough room for cars 
turning righltogctby. That creates 
the stacking,” Wygant said.
According to Wygant, there are 
several solutions that may reduce 
the stacking problems. He said 
that as more classes move 
downtown to the L.V. Ebherhard 
Center, some of the parking 
problems should be alleviated.
Terry Sack, Director of Physical 
Plant, said a report from a traffic
engineer revealed that the 
installation of a right hand turn 
lane on 42nd Ave. would be a 
fcasable solution.
“The engineer was very 
impressed with the campus,” said 
Sack. “The two major soultions 
arc- - around S I7,000 for a right 
hand turn lane,or a traffic officer 
to direct traffic during the heaviest 
times.”
Parking is not the problem on 
campus; the problem is congestion, 
he said. Every lot but one is on the 
west side of campus. This means 
that every student must cross 
Campus Dnve. This causes delays 
in the traffic flow, Sack said.
Both Wygant and Sack agreed 
that the possibility of back 
entrances to lots off of 42nd Ave. 
would work, but the cost would 
just be too high.
Sack and W y gant hope that more 
students will walk to classes in 
order to eliminate some traffic 
congestion.
Stacking is a problem dial can 
be solved through many little 
solutions, Wygant said.
“If students walk to class, 
carpool, ride bikes, and leave their 
cars in one spot, the problem could 
be reduced,” said Wygant.
Sack said that the college does 
not consider parking a top priori ty.
“We are going to run out of 
classroom space, before we run 
out of parking space,” Sack said.
Involved in Fatal M-45 Accident
Jones.
According to Jones, reducing 
speed has little effect on an area 
like M-45. The average speed is 
reduced about one and a half m iles 
per hour from changing signs from 
55 mphto45 mph.
“Any construction will be at 
least three to four years up the 
road ” said Jones.
Waves of the 
Future Arrive 
at Grand Valley
By Nicki Sharko
News Writer
The Automatic Teller Machine is ready to give and take money.
Photo!Julie Edinger
Smoke Out Ban Not Dead Yet
By Nicki Sharko
News Writer
In November of 1986, Associate 
Professor of Computer Science, 
Larry Kotman,circulatedapetition 
to ban smoking from all college 
buildings. The petition was signed 
by approximately 180 faculty and 
staff, and some students, but the 
ban was not put into effect, 
Kotman, however, would still like 
to see a ban.
Kotman believes Grand Valley’s 
current policy, which allows 
smoking in designated areas, docs 
help tocurb smoking in public, but 
he still feels smoking should be 
banned from the buildings. He 
also commented that banning 
smoking from all college buildings 
would be in compliance with state 
law.
Opponents of the ban argue it 
would violate smoker’s rights. 
Junior Chriss Lyon said, “As a 
nonsmoker I would like to see a 
ban on smoking, but I think the 
ban would be a violation of 
smoker’s rights."
A freshman, Doug Wood, 
stated, “ Having designated 
smoking areas is a fair com promise 
to everyone involved. Taking the 
ban any farther would be unfair to 
smokers.”
Forest Armstrong, Dean of Arts 
and Humanities, stated he would 
be in favor of a policy that doesn ’ t 
allow smoking in the buildings. 
“I’m not at all sure that smokers 
have any inalienable rights to 
smoke when their doing soaffects 
others adversely,” he said. 
Armstrong feels people should be 
required to go outside to smoke.
Last month, Kotman submitted 
a proposal to the Executive 
Committee of the Senate 
requesting that smoking be banned 
from all eating areas on campus. 
The proposal was not voted on by 
the ECS, butinstead was forwarded 
to the Smoking Task Force for 
consideration.
Kotman said he would like to 
see students voice their support 
for the ban. “Unless students also 
speak up, nothing will change and 
the problem will always persist.”
back yard when the accident hap-- 
pened.
“I heard three loud bangs, ran to 
see what happened, and there was 
a semi bouncing toward my yard. 
There was dust everywhere,” said 
Fazakerley. “Something has to be 
done with the road. I’m afraid to 
let my children play in the front 
yard."
Several solutions to minimize
problems for the road will be 
considered. Mike Jones, Michi­
gan Transportation District Traf­
fic and Safety Engineer said there 
are two major solutions- - a center 
lane or full stoplights.
“The cost of widening the road 
would run approximately $1 mil­
lion per mile. Also, traffic lights 
would back up traffic on M-45 and 
make travel more difficult,” said
Commuting students who 
bring their lunches will soon be 
to heat them. The Student 
Senate is purchasing two micro- 
waves for students' use.
The microwaves will be of 
the institutional type and will be 
placed on the condiment tables in 
the Galley and the Deli. Student 
Senate member, Tim Hondorp, 
stated that ARA has agreed to 
clean the microwaves, but the 
Senate is responsible for any re­
pairs. To avoid risk of being sto­
len, the microwaves will be fas­
tened down to the tables. They 
will be available for use anytime.
According to Hondorp, the 
microwaves should be in by the 
beginning of next semester. The 
purchase was first proposed last 
year when commuting students 
who didn T wan t to buy their lunch 
complained about having no way 
to heat up their lunch. Hondrop 
said the proposal was passed last 
spring but was not implemented 
right away because the Student 
Senate was undergoing a change 
in membership.
DRIVE?
The Lanlhorn and 
theDepartment of 
PublicSafety in 
cooperation with 
MADD is giving 
away free red 
ribbons for people 
to tie onto their 
cars to remind 
others not to drink 
and drive over the 
holidays.
Anyone interested 
in obtaining a red 
ribbon can come 
to the Lanlhorn 
office in the lower 
level of the Kirkof 
Center anytime 
before the 
semester ends.
Walk Don’t Drive
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Students Fail
(CPS)- Acording to the 
pre lim inary  resu lts  o f a 
nationwide study involving 20 
campuses, as many as three out 
of every one thousand college 
students may have AIDS.
The results, if they hold up 
when the full study is completed, 
indicate that students are not 
paying much attention to efforts 
to get them to change their sex 
habits.. This signifies that a 
significant portion o f the 
American student body is at risk 
of catching - • and dying of - - 
AIDS, observers say. .
"If the figures hold up, there is 
more concern than we had 
anticipated," said Dr. Rolan Zick, 
director o f the University of 
Colorado health center. "If there 
is an infection rate in that range, 
then students will simply have to 
start paying more attention to 
educating themselves."
"At this point, the numbers are 
so preliminary it's practically 
meaningless," cautioned Anne 
Sims o f the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC). "Meaningful 
estimates" won't be proper until 
the study is fin ished in 
Febraury."
The CDC, along with the 
A m erican C ollege Health 
Association, is gathering and 
testing 1,000 blood samples 
drawn from students on 20 
campuses for other medical 
reasons to see how far AIDS has 
spread.
Few know which 20 campuses 
are in the study, but Tulane and
Rutgers Universities as well as 
the Universities o f Colorado; 
Maryland and Georgia have 
acknowledged that they 're 
participating.
AIDS (acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome) is caused by 
a virus which destroys the body's 
immune system. The virus is 
most typically contracted by 
having sex or sharing intravenous 
needles with an infected person, 
or by contam inated blood 
products. There have been more 
than 76,000 cases reported in the 
United States since 1981, with
43,000 fatalities.
Campus lifestyles, health 
administrators believe, leave 
students especially vulnerable to 
the disease.
"Students are a sexually active 
group;" said Dr. Florence 
Winship of the University of 
Georgia health center. And 
because they tend to be young 
and inexperienced, "they feel 
immune, even when they know 
the problem's out there."
Many students objected to the 
CDC study when it was proposed 
last spring, noting they would 
never if a blood sample they gave 
at their clinic was being tested or 
if, in the end, they tested positive 
for the disease.
S till others worried that 
samples could be traced back to 
the donors. In New Jersey, for 
example, the American Civil 
Liberties Union lodged a formal 
co m p la in t w ith  R u tg ers  
University, charging the school's
participation in the Survey 
endangered students' privacy.
Through it all, however, the 
CDC believed the study was 
worthwhile. Sims contends, T h e  
survey will help us focus our 
efforts." *
About 5,000 o f the 20,000 
college blood samples to be 
tested have been processed, Sims 
said, showing a rate of about 
three cases per 1,000 students. 
Sims said she didn't know from 
which campuses the samples 
came.
"The only thing we can show 
from these preliminary results is 
that there is infection on college 
campuses. College students are 
not immune from AIDS," Sims 
said.
"The figure cited is based on 
just one-quarter of the sample,” 
added Miguel Garcia-Tunom of 
the American College Health 
Association. "In that sense it's 
inconclusive. It's just a number. 
But what's important is not to 
fixate on a number, but to deal 
with the problem on campuses. 
Students must be aware o f this."
"It's not surprising to me," 
Winship said of the preliminary 
figure. While the data may be 
"skewed" and won't "provide the 
full picture," she predicts the 
final tally "won't be too far off."
If it isn't, many health officals 
w onder how they 'd  make 
collegians respond to the AIDS 
threat more seriously.
p la c e s  t o  9°>  
P e o p le  t o  s c c  
q t G\>SU
Thursday, Dec. 1
* "Career in Safety & Industrial
Hygiene" Panel Discussion 
4-5:15pm, 202 Man
"Nite Club Series presents 
Hypnotist Tom Deluca 
9pm/KC-Promenade
* S.T.A.G.E. Auditions for Feb. one Act Play!
7-10pm/LAT 1
Wednesday,. Dec.2
"Coral Concert,8pm-CFA/LAT 
Tuesday, Dec. 6
"Student Organization Round Table 4:30pm/KC
"College-Community Orchestra Concert 8pm-CFA/LAT
Wednesday, Dec. 7
"Program Board Meeting 5pm-KC-Protside
The Lanthorn invites all student 
organizations to submit their meeting 
dates and campus events for 
publication. All information must be at 
The Lanthorn office before 1 pm 
Wednesday for the following issue. 
This service is funded by the 
Studernt Senate.
TTie Lanthom Letters Section
My Turn
Your Turn to Speak Out__________
Condom Commotion-
What's a little Rubber Between friends ?
Dear Editor:
the Question:
Do you think putting condom machines
on campus is the best way to fight AIDS?
On November 17, our Student Senators passed a recommendation 
that will help to introduce a significant number of our on-campus 
students to the fact that there are thousands of different sexually transmit­
ted diseases. The recommendation suggests installing condom machines 
in all on-campus housing units.
Condoms are already provided on campus forsingles determined to 
be sexually active, in order to at least somewhat protect them from their 
poor decisions and irresponsible behaviors. Students who can be influ­
enced to practice premartial sex are at a risk with the recommendation; 
they will be given false security through their reliance on a 90% effective 
(10% ineffective) condom, and in the process, they will risk disease anc 
death. The recommendation therefore promotes illicit sex on campus.
The courage and s incerity of our representatives in confronting this 
issue are overshadowed by their extremely bad judgement. The poorly 
written recommend- ation ’ s suggestion of an “ overwhelming on-campus 
constituency” amounts to 5% of GVSU’s student population (only 30% 
of on-campus students). The Senate passed the recommendation with full 
knowledge of the condom’s inability to prevent disease or pregnancy, 
their survey data was invalid, and the idea only created bad publicity for 
GVSU. Also, the Senate meeting itself was manipulated to minimize 
student addressing of the Senate.
Furthermore, the deceptiveness with which the recommendation is 
worded borders criminality. The recommendation invokes the Surgeon 
General’s title to claim that “AIDS... can be, in most cases, prevented if 
a condom is used.” This is absolutely false. No condom manufacturer can 
claim prevention of neither diseases nor pregnancy; at best, it decreases 
the probability. Surgeon General Koop has strongly emphasized that the 
only safe sex today is between “ a monogamous man with a mongamous 
woman in a monogamous relationship.” Koop advocates education and 
information. The Senate recommends condoms.
Promoting activities which unnecessarily expose people to death 
and disease is, at best, irresponsible; at worst, it’s criminal.
Kelly Jansens 
Sr. Advertising
“No, not necessarily. I don’t 
think that would be the best way 
to fight it. Maybe we should 
have more seminars on AIDS to 
help educate people on i t ”
Diane Scroeder 
So. Medical Technology
“It’s one of the better ways. It’s 
better than doing nothing about 
it”
JeffVenema 
Fr. Business
“Not necessarily. I feel absti­
nence is the best policy.”
Sincerely, Dan Hobbs
Bible or Birth Control ? Christian 
Leaves Senate over Moral Issue
Dear Editor:
On November 17, the Student Senate passed a recommendation to 
be forwarded to the admi nis tration of Grand V alley which encouraged the 
installation of condom vending machines in all of theon-campus housing 
umK. 1 myself took part in that vote. I was of the minority, however, in 
that I chose to voice my opinion against this recommendation. I am very 
strongly opposed to this course of action. So strongly, in fact, that the 
passing of this recommendation had elicited my resignation from the 
Student Senate.
As a true disciple of Christ, 1 have submitted my services wholly and 
firstly to God Almighty. My colleagues encouraged the entire senate to 
vote their conscience on the issue. My conscience reminds me that you 
cannot separate the issues of condom machines and immorality of 
premartial sex. The condoms, by and large, are not going to be used by the 
married couples on campus, but rather, by those engaging in immorality. 
Obviously, then, my conscience was opposed to installing the machines 
and I voted accordingly. Why has this elicited my resignation then?
My conscience also tugs hard at my heart to always and, to the best 
of my human capabilities, live according to everything the Bible 
commands us to do. II Corinthians 6:14 says, “Be ye not unequally yoked 
together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with 
unrighteousness ?” My fellowship, or associations if you will, must not be 
with those whose faith does not measure up to letting your yea be yea and 
your nay be nay (Matthew 5:37). There is no compromise in following 
Christ, and a yea in favor of this recommendation falls short of God's 
command to the believer.
1 don’t know where my fellow senators stand in terms of their 
relationship with God, but I urge those who have faith in Him to examine 
their decision and to think about where their hearts really are. Iencourage 
all those on campus who have faith in God to examine themselves also. 
There are many students on this campus professing to be Bible-believing 
Christians who feel that this action was unecessary for the protection of
their classmates. Might I remind you as a brother in Christ that the 
judgement is God’s and we are not to mtertcre * uh that. If some 
choose to sin then let them suffer the consequences, “For the wages 
of sin is death (Roman 6:23).” This is also very straight-forward. It 
is the Word of God and a Christain does not question i t  Nor does 
he try to stand in the way of God and His judgements.
Does this mean I have no love or campassion for my fellow 
man? Of course not I pray that no one would get pregnant before 
marriage, and that no one would get AIDS. But I must not compro­
mise serving God wholly and completely for the temporal saving of 
someone’s life. My true wish is the perfect will of God, “ that none 
should perish, but that all should come to repentance (Peter 3:9).” 
This is a true saving of a life because it is not temporal, it is eternal. 
And that is the message that all Christians should strive to proc laim. 
“For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in 
Christ Jesus our Lord.” I feel I will more effectively proclaim this 
message apart from the Student Senate and all association with it. 
Therefore I respectively and publicly announce my resignation ' 
from the Student Senate of Grand Valley, effective December 1, 
1988 following the senate meeting.
Respectively,
Brian C. Sayers
Todd Barton 
J r , Biology
“It is probably a start and it’s 
better than doing nothing. When 
you’re young, you don’t usually 
think of these things. When 
people are going to do what they 
want anyhow, I think its a good 
idea.”
Kevin Antel 
So. Computer Science 
“I think that it would help in 
lessening the virus on campus. 
Often people must leave campus 
to get them and many don’t have 
transportation.”
Nancee Poel 
J r . Nursing
“It has its advantages and 
disadvantages. It promotes 
casual sex which is a problem 
for society, but for those who 
need it, it will help stop similar 
diseases that have been started
on campus.”
-----------------------------------------------------------  f
Lanthom
Letter
Policy
Letters
must be signed 
and under 300 words in 
length. T h e  L a n t h o r n 
reserves the right to edit 
letters due to space 
limitations.
My Turn is fo r  letters 
expressing opinion 
and not publicity. 
The deadline 
for letters 
is
Friday
5 (five) P.M.
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Lose Your Money Lately?
By Barb Neumann
News Writer
What to do if the pop machine 
gobbles up your last quarter, 
doesn't deliver your Mountain 
Dew, and nothing happens after 
kicking the machine a few times?
Most commuter students don't 
bother to even seek redress. 
According to Housing and Health 
S erv ices, R esidence Hall 
D irectors and R .A .'s are 
instructed to tell residents to get 
refunds front the Business and 
Finance Office. Pam Wright, 
Ravine Center Director, said that 
Ravine residents are refunded 
right at the desk in the Center. 
When questioned, dorm students 
replied that they had to call the 
vending company.
For alm ost instantaneous 
redress— -whether you are a 
commuter or resident-w alk over 
to the Business and Finance 
Office, second floor. Lake 
Michigan Hall. Write down your 
name, where the vending machine 
is located, the amount lost, and 
you receive your refund.
Pat Vadas, Administrative 
Assistant in the Business and 
Finance Office, dispenses the 
money. "We've refunded money 
through this policy for years and 
years. Our office alone handles 
refunds because there should be 
one central point of control."
Vadas added, "There are 
supposed to be labels on all the 
machines telling people to come
•iff .v
here for refunds (and for reporting 
malfunctions). We’ve called Ace 
Vending about this a number of 
limes. The latest was two weeks 
ago. I'm having labels printed up 
and Ace has agreed to put them 
on all their machines on campus. 
The labels should be up before 
the semester ends."
Tom Leleikas, of Ace Vending 
Service, Inc. agreed that the m ost' 
efficient way to handle refunds is 
throiigh Vadas’s office. "We’ve 
had this policy for at least 10 
years. Ace has been in business 
since 1955. Today we service 
over 100 places, such as Grand 
Rapids Junior College, The 
Grand Rapids Press, St. Mary’s 
Hospital, and of course, the 
Eberhard Center. On the 
Allendale campus, we maintain 
and service all the pop, hot drink, 
snack, candy, and cigarette 
vending machines."
Vadas hasn't receive^ too many 
complaints about malfunctions. 
There's a  man from Ace on 
campus daily, although not all 
the machines require service every 
day.
Vadas doesn't anticipate an 
onslaught of disgruntled students 
demanding refunds after this 
article is published, nor when the 
labels go up. When asked if she 
thought anyone takes advantage 
of the refund policy, she replied, 
"No, but once some kids came in 
for cigarette money. It was very 
obvious because they were too 
young." ?
Let A.S.P.A take a bite out of the Winter Chills! We have your solution to
these cold days....  The Heat Solution. The Grand Valley State State
University American Society for Personal Administration Chapter (A.S.P.A.) is 
conducting a fundraiser involving instant and reusable heat to the students at 
Grand Valley. This effective new product is called the Heat Solution and is a 
3 ' x 4' pack that consists of a supercooled sodium acetate solution contained 
in a sealed pouch. When pressure is applied to the patened activator, a 
crystal is formed in the solution which triggers the entire solution. As the 
solution continues to change physical state (liquid to solid), it increases in 
temperature to 130 degrees Fahrenheit and will produce heat for thirty 
minutes. When it cools it can be recharged by placing the pad in boiling 
water for six minutes (crystal returns to a liquid form). This procedure can be 
repeated as often as desired. Do not be left in the cold! For more information 
contact Eric Klein ((677-1335) or Jim Dorr (457-2701).
Pell Grants M ay Be Smaller N ext Year
(CPS) - Students may find their 
Pell Grants will shrink after next 
June, the U.S. Department of 
Education warned last week.
The government, department 
spokeswoman Victoria Tripp 
said, is running short of the funds 
it uses to make Pell Grants.
Tripp said that campuses - - 
which are required to return 
unused Pell Grant money to the 
department, which then would 
give it to other students at other 
schools - - have not refunded as 
much money as the department 
had expected.
As a result, the government 
could try to balance its books by 
cutting the amount it grants to 
all but the very poorest students, 
by-borrow ing  money or by
ask in g  C ongress fo r a 
"supplemental appropriation".
Tripp said she didn't know 
how big the "shortfall” in Pell 
Grant funds would be - - she 
guessed it would be $30 million 
to $50 million- - but Charles 
Saunders o f the American 
Council on Education (ACE) in 
Washington, D.C., predicted it 
would amount to $250 million.
Saunders feared that the 
department would dhoose to 
compensate for the missing 
money by cutting everyone's 
grants a little, which the Reagcn 
Administration threatened to do 
to both Pell Grants and to 
Guaranteed Student Loans when 
shortfalls arose in 1986 and 
1987.
S au n d ers  w an ts the 
department to ask Congress for a 
supplem ental appropriation 
instead of cutting grants.
He termed the department’s 
choice " the first test of the Bush 
Adm inistration's support for 
education.
"It's not fair to automatically 
reduce student awards. The 
department's estimates arc always 
wrong; if the estimate (need of 
funds) is over the appropriation, 
they want to reduce the grants by 
that much."
Tripp said the department 
would make its decision in 
January regarding how to handle 
the shortfall.
Police
Beat
By Pam Thompson
News Writer
Astronauts and Your Aching Back
•On November 18, a license 
plate was stolen from a car in 
Parking Lot D.
•O n November 21, two 
students stole a chair from Loutit 
Hall. The chair was recovered 
and the suspects have been 
identified. It has not been 
determined if charges will be 
pressed.
•On November 23, a black 
leather flight jacket was stolen 
from the men's lockerroom of the 
Field House. The owner was not 
sure it the locker was locked.
•Over Thanksgiving weekend, 
someone gained entrance to the 
Grand Valley Children's Center. 
Some meat was stolen from the 
freezer and some was left out to 
spoil.
Money Briefs
Pocket money? The average man carries $145 in his 
pocket—about twice as much cash as the average woman. She 
carries $74 in her purse, says a study by the Federal Reserve.
Cash machines are used by nearly half of all Americans, who 
have a family member visit them at least once a week. Men with­
draw $184 per visit, women $125. The average individual goes 
once every two weeks.
The almighty dollar lives about 18 months and changes 
hands about 400 times, staying in a person’s pocket less than two 
days. Five and ten dollarbills hang around for about a week, while 
$20, $50, and $100 bills can last a whole month.
The check is in the mail. Americans buy about half of the 
things they use by check, and more than a third with cash. Credit 
cards are used for only one out of 12 purchases. The average 
credit card purchase is for $62.
Prescription for wealth, given all the above, is to get paid 
only in $100 bills (which you won’t want to spend), and don’t 
have a checking account or a credit card. If it’s difficult to spend, 
you’ll end up having it in your pocket.
High-priced hug? T. Boone Pickens, who started with 
$2,500 in the 1950s and built Mesa Petroleum into a multi-billion 
dollar company, says if anyone would come to see him with a plan 
to add 50 points—or even five points—to his company’s stock. 
he’d hug the helpful soul. No wonder he made all that money.
f t
News USA
Almost 15 years ago, doctors 
found that astronauts returning 
after 12 weeks floating freely 
aboard the Skylab space station 
were taller. One had grown by an 
inch and three-quarters.
Physicians concluded that 
without gravity, the pads between 
each disc in the astronauts’ spinal 
column had expanded slightly. 
Despite the rigorous work sched­
ule, living in a weightless envi­
ronment was a bit like having a 
great weight lifted from your 
shoulders.
Living here on the ground, we 
all learn to deal with gravity, 
Sbmetimes taking a few hard 
spills along the way. Some of us 
learned to stand upright and walk 
as early as nine months after birth. 
As we grew_ to adulthood, our 
success in dealing with gravity 
helloed determine whether we 
became tightrope walkers or 
stumblers.
The effect of gravity is easy to 
see in our bodies. As toddlers our
age, our chests had become flat. 
Our bellies began to sag. By our 
later years, we looked as much as 
we had as toddlers.
The stress placed upon oUr 
bodies by gravity doesn’t just af­
fect our ability to move around 
gracefully. It isn’tjustourappear-
!t can create a varic of
bellies stuck out and our backs 
were swayed. As teenagers we 
had straightened our backs and 
flattened our bellies. In middle
anc
health problems. Perhaps the 
most widespread is backache.
Medication can relieve the 
ache, but it won’t remove gravity. 
To permanently relieve the prob­
lem requires expert help.
If you suffer from back pain, 
you can take fundamental steps to 
correct the problem. You can see 
a doctor of chiropractic, a special - 
ist in conditions related to the 
spine and nervous system. He can 
not only locate the problem and 
give relief from the symptoms, 
but he can also help you deal with 
the causes. His advice can prevent 
future difficulties by helping you 
leant to avoid the discomforts of 
gravity without leaving the com­
fort of home.
With spaceflights costing sev­
eral million dollars and lasting
only a few weeks, most of us will 
have to learn to live with gravity 
sooner or later, and a good teacher 
can be a real help, f t
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W ithout 
A Clue a
H« *  *
By Andrew K ar , -
Critical
Focus
Critical
M sl
Everyone has heard of Sherlock 
Holmes. Holmes and his faithful 
sidekick Watson brought down 
some o f the most notorius 
criminals ever to mar the pages 
of popular literature. With his 
brilliant powers of deduction, his 
ritualistic habits, his deerstalker 
cap, and nasty "habits", Arthur 
Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes 
has made a lasting mark on the 
literature of the West.
Without a Clue is the latest in 
a long line of parodies of the 
world's greatest detective. It has 
great fun in showing Sherlock 
Holmes in all his glory, a 
celebrity known throughout the 
British Empire. All of this fame 
is much to the dismay of one Dr. 
John Watson, actually th e  
world's greatest detective, the 
inventor of the person of 
Sherlock Holmes. As the public 
demanded to sec Holmes, he hired 
an actor to play him, a gambling, 
drinking womanizer named 
Rcginold Kincaid (M ichael 
Caine), who simply loves the 
spotlight, to the point of shoving 
Watson out of it.
The movie moves along at a 
brisk pace with lots of laughs
along the way. Kingsley and 
Caine seem to be having 
enormous fun with the material, 
Caine in particular, as the front 
man for the studious Watson. 
Kingsley's performance here 
reveals the impish sense of 
humor he brought to such films 
as Gandhi and Turtle Diary.
A number of familiar faces turn 
up among the farce, such a s ' 
Jeffrey Jones (Ferris Bueller's 
Day Off) as Inspector LaStrade, 
and Paul Freeman (Raiders o f the 
Lost Ark) as the sinister and 
serious arch-villain Moriarty. 
Adding their talents to the pair of 
Caine and Kingsley, the final 
sum is one of a suprisingly good 
movie.
Without a Clue is rated PG and 
is showing at Studio 28.
S P E C I A L  X M A S  
BONUS 
SCROOGED
Oh God! Another movie based 
on Chuck Dickens' A Christmas 
Carol! And this one has Bill 
"Meatballs" Murray! It just has 
to be bad!
Wrong.
Scrooged is indeed the story of
Copyright Richard Peters, 1988
In a cubicle of 8 X 8 X 8, a 
block with a door and a window, 
carpeted and furnished with desk, 
file cabinet and cha ir- an office- 
sat the Writer, combing his fingers 
through his hair in a vain attempt 
to brush out the elusive Plot
The bars on the sheet of paper 
before him lay empty, void o f the 
being which should be there, 
revealing only the doodles, 
outlines, day-count marks and other 
graffiti of Ideas which had been 
released.
Distressed, the Writer opened his 
desk drawer and fumbled through its 
contents. Film canisters, empty pen 
cartridges, index cards and paper 
clips abounded- no Plot. To his 
bookshelf turned the Writer, pulling 
down one Plot imprisoned, leafing 
through its cell, searching within 
its images for a Plot in hiding. But 
none was to be found. Not even an 
Idea was present there.
In anger the mighty Writer 
smashed his fist down upon his 
filing cabinet, causing one of the 
drawers to burst open and a Plot to 
leap from it and scurry across the 
floor and out the door. In a 
scramble from his chair the Writer 
careened across his cubicle and fell, 
looking up just in time to see the 
Plot flee up a flight of stairs and 
out of sight.
To his feet and up the stairs the 
Writer pursued, pausing only to 
jerk on a fatigue jacket and hat 
befo re rush ing  in to  the 
out-of-doors. The Plot was nowhere 
to be seen. He scowled and ran, 
head down, toward the bam.
At the bam Writer leaped onto a 
horse’s bare back, kicking furiously 
with his heels, wrapping his fingers 
into the long mane for a grip.
"Which waydiditgo?" he screamed 
toward the house as he approached 
it. But there was no answer, so, 
with no time to waste he galloped 
past, across the road and into the
a modem Scrooge and how the 
ghosts lead him to see the errors 
.in his ways, but this time the 
retelling has its own character, its 
own unique identity. Part of this 
uniqueness is the circumstance of 
Murray's character, Frank Cross, 
a television executive overseeing 
the production of a version of 
Scrooge starring Buddy Hackett, 
with Mary Lou Retton as Tiny 
Tim ("Yule love it!").
Cross has got to be the 
dumbest executive in the history 
of te lev ision , developing  
Christmas specials like The  
Night the Reindeer Died, and 
Robert Goulet's Old Fashioned 
Cajun Christmas. His old boss 
(John Forsyth) visits him and 
tells him about the true spirit of 
Christmas, he will be visited by 
three ghosts, etc. Murray.Teacts 
to this relativly well, for a man 
whose career involves all sorts of 
visual effects.
The best part of the film is the 
speech Murray gives before live 
television cam eras, totally 
d is r u p t in g . h is S cro o g e  
production. It tops off a film 
that tears apart the story of 
Scrooge.
Part of the fun of this film is 
the casting. Throughout the film 
you will see many famous actors. 
Can you name them all? I knew 
you could! . -  >
,■ 'Scrooged is^a very merry^timd 
for all.
Scrooged is rated PG-13. It is 
playing at Studio 28 and at 
Showcase.
field beyond, towards the woods. 
The Plot-hunt had begun.
Furor and frenzy soon waned as 
the Writer realized he had been 
ditched again and slowed his pace. 
But the knowledge that a Plot was 
out there, somewhere, stronger and 
faster than any he had seen come 
out of his office for quite some 
time kept him searching. Up and 
down the corn-rowed hills he 
searched, in and out of the field’s 
wooded edge, diligently but not 
tirelessly until, head nodding toward 
the ground with his steed's, he 
headed home.
Back into the house and down its 
stairs he stepped and changed into a 
more comfortable shorts and T-shirt 
garb. But before he again slipped 
into his writer’s block, the open 
drawer and lipped over chair served 
to remind him of his duty, and 
caused the adreenaline to flow once 
more. To the kitchen he marched 
and tossed his pen into the 
wastebasket
From the counter-top he picked 
its replacem ent- a nice little 
four-shooter with a load of red, 
green, blue, and black ink. He 
unscrewed the barrel. Sure enough, 
all four cartiridges were present, all 
full, unused. He replaced the barrel.
"I'll get it yet," he muttered to 
himself, and carefully slipped the 
loaded pen into his pocket.
Notebook in hand the Writer 
strolled back outside, this time 
casually, toward his bicycle parked
Greetings, lovers of tastefully outre wit and afficienados of new 
tunes. N o - the worlds of humor and music have not stopped 
spinning. But Glynn and Kris are taking a week off to pay 
attention to their own orbits. In their place, and in keeping with 
the season, this week's entre includes an homage to all those 
deerslayers out there, and a Writer's Block about.. .  writer's block. 
Enjoy- Stu. .
The Other
O t ^ L i f l
The Deer Hunter
1:00 a.m. Alarm clock rings >
2:00 a.m. Hunting party anrives, drags you out of bed 
2:30 a.m. Throw everything except kitchen sink in the 
pickup
3:00 a.m. Leave for deep woods
3:15 a.m. Drive back home to pick up gun
3:30 a.m. Drive like hell to get to the woods before 
daylight
4:00 a.m. Ready to set up camp- forget the damn camp 
4:30 a.m. Head into deep woods
6:05 a.m. See eight deer
6:06 a.m. Take aim and squeeze trigger 
6:07 a.m. ■.mm ini 'ijriojvj minimi
6:08 a.m. Load gun while watching deer go over hill 
8:00 a.m. Head back to camp 
9:00 a.m. Still looking for camp 
10:00 a.m. Realize you don't know where camp is 
NOON Fire gun for help- eat wild berries
2:15 p.m. Run out of bullets- eight deer come back 
2:20 p.m. Strange feeling in your stomach 
2:21p.m. Realize you ate poison berries 
2:25 p.m. Rescued
2:27 p.m. Rushed to hospital to have stomach pumped 
3:15 p.m. Arrive back at camp 
3:30 p.m. Leave camp to kill deer 
4:00 p.m. Return to camp for bullets 
4:01 p.m. Load gun- leave camp again 
5:00 p.m. Empty gun on a squirreLthat is bugging you 
6:00 p.m. Arrive at camp—-spe de^r grazing in camp
6:01 p.m. Load gun
6:02 p.m. Fire gun
6:03 p.m. One dead pickup
6:05 p.m. Hunting partner returns to camp dragging dear
6:06 p.m. Repress strong desire to shoot partner
6:07 p.m. Fall into fire
6:10 p.m. Change clothes-lhrow burned ones into fire 
6:15 p.m. Take pickup, leave partner and his deer in the
woods
6:25 p.m. Pickup boils over due to hole shot in engine 
block
6:26 p.m. Start walking
6:30 p.m. Stumble and fall-drop gun in mud 
6:36 p.m. Meet bear
6:37 p.m. Take aim
6:38 p.m. Fire gun- blows up- barret plugged with mud 
6:39 p.m. Climb tree
9:00 p.m. Bear departs-wrap @#$%&* gun around tree.
Sunday Watch football game on TV, slowly tearing
license into little pieces, place into envelope 
and mail to game warden with clear 
____________ instructions on where to place it.___________
in the driveway. He mounted it, and 
with a few turns of the pedals was 
headed in the opposite direction he 
had earlier travelled on horseback, 
searching the elm and oak-canopied 
dirt backroads for the Plot he knew 
was. . . somewhere. But all for 
naught. His pedalling had brought
See P L O T ,
p. 8
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Look into
my Eyes
Back for a sevenih encore 
performance is hypnotist Tom 
Deluca and as always his show 
promises to be a great time.
By using Imaginism, a heightened 
state  of awareness, Deluca's 
volunteers participate in a delightful 
blend of fantasy and power of 
suggestion. Believing they're the 
world’s greatest dancers, returning to 
the age of five to sing their favorite 
TV theme songs, and being 
completely unable to remember their 
own names when asked, are just a 
few of the things that happen during 
"Imaginism".
Deluca is back as a part of the 
Nite Club Series, sponsored by the 
Program Board and Student Senate. 
The fun starts at 9 pm on Thursday, 
December 1, on the Promenade Deck 
in Kirkhof Center.
The Solution
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Paula Sarvis
OPEN HOUSE
Good Things Come In 
BIG Packages
COME VISIT US! 
Tuesday, December 6th 
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Harper Hospitality Suite
Graduate to a new level ot nursing Examine the op 
portunities at ou' OPEN HOUSE Specialty areas 
include
4  Critical Care/Cardiology $  Psychiatry
♦  Oncology «  Surgical Services
♦  Surgical +  Medical
Ask about our scholarship and bonus programs Free 
NCLEX Manuals to 1st 50 visitors! Free State Board 
Review Classes to 1st 20 GN s who acceot 
employment1
You won t find a better package or better treatment 
Contact Jane Albosta, RN. BSN. Nurse Recruitment, 
collect at (313) 745-8871 Harper Hospital, 3990 John 
R. Detroit. Ml 48201
Harper Hospital
You won't find better treatment.
Member ol the Detroit Medical Center 
equal opportunity employer
ACROSS
1 Watering place
4 Exists
6 Antlered animal
11 Chastise
13 Land surround­
ed by water
15 Either
16 Former Russian 
rulers
18 Covers
19 A light meal
21 Mountains ol 
Europe
22 Indian mulberry
23 More pleasing
26 That woman
29 Mature
31 District in 
Germany
33 Printer’s 
measure
34 Forenoon
35 Mournful
38 Change color of
39 Three-loed
sloth ——
40 Sun god
41 Allowance for 
waste
43 Fruit cake
45 Large bird
47 Repealed
50 Therefore
52 Century plant
53 Obscure
56 Urge on
58 Pertaining to 
birth
60 Symbol for 
tantalum
61 Tolled
63 Runs away to be 
married
65 Winter vehicles
66 Steamship: 
abbr.
67 Irritate
DOWN
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
1 Blemish
2 Unadulterated
3 Article
4 Send forth
1 2
n
li
in
7 8 9 10 ■
14
14
5 Portion
6 Deceive
7 Bone
8 Spanish pot
9 Goes by water 
10 Terminate
12 Italy: abbr.
14 Symbol for 
dysprosium 
17 Rodents 
20 Viper
24 Direction
25 Beam
27 Listen to
28 Throw off
29 Unusual
30 Mohammedan 
priest
32 Nerve network
36 Macaw
37 Requires 
42 Tissue 
44 Sum up
46 Commonplace
48 Memoranda
49 Transactions 
51 Heraldic
bearing
54 Roman road
55 Disguise
56 Spanish: abbr.
57 Footlike part 
59 Beholdl
62 Revised: abbr. 
64 Greek letter
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE
Counselor's
Comer
\ Sexuality Month Essay Contest Winners !
1st Place: $50 Bookstore Gift Certificate
KISS?
by Michelle Canich
2nd Place: $10 Bookstore Gift Certificate
An Open D iscussion About Human
Sgxjyality
by Darrell King
A "New" Variety o f Other Woman 
by Karen Fergusen
3rd Place: $5 Bookstore Gift Certificate
The Common Sense o f Human Sexuality 
by Sheila Williams
(Grand Valley's Alcohol Awareness Committee has chosen a 
winner for the letter writing contest advertised October 26. We thank 
all who participated and urge anyone who knows someone with an 
alcohol problem to show your support by offering help. The 
winning letter, submitted by Todd Walter, is reprinted here with his 
permission.)
Dear
I am really sorry that you and I were never close mends when we 
were growing up, but that doesn't mean I stopped thinking about 
you, because 1 didn't. I am also sorry that I never took the time to 
say that I loved you, but that doesn't mean that I didn't. I did love 
you and do love you very much, and that is why I am writing you 
this letter.
You are a very special person to me, not only because you arc 
my big brother, but also because you are the only brother that I have. 
In the past, I have tried to look up to you for guidance and suppon 
but you failed me time and time again. Both you and I clearly know 
that the only support you ever offered towards .anything was directed 
at your best fried, "the bottle."
Knowing that alcoholism is the disease of "denial,” I can see 
your denial growing stronger everyday and fear that if you do not 
receive help soon your life may be in jeopardy.
Alcohol, believe it or not, has changed not only your life but 
also those that live with you. Our family used to be happy and close 
knit but now it is a struggle for mom or dad even to crack a smile. 
Did you ever stop to think for a single moment just how devastated 
everyone in the immediate family were to feel if something serious 
were to happen to or someone else all because of your abuse with 
alcohol?
God gave each and everyone of us the gift of living a wonderful 
life. The gift is so wonderful due to the fact that there is no other 
like it, we are unique individuals. Why are you wasting your inique 
gift on alcohol? I think that it is time now for you as an unique 
individual to take a step back and face the fact that you do have a 
serious problem, so serious that it affects not.only yourself, but 
everyone around you.
It is true that you may lose some friends along the way, but then 
again who really are your friends if they are not present to understand 
your problems or even to be there for for you in a time of need? I 
want you to know that I am your friend and I am there. I will always 
be there for you, but now I believe it is time for you to take the first 
step towards recovery. I LOVE YOU BIG BROTHER, SO LET'S 
GET YOU SOME HELP!!!
Free
Gifts
Ily Stu M ackenzie
Features Editor
Christmas comes early this year, 
at least in terms of presents. The 
choral ensembles of GVSU offer the 
gift of music in a performance at 
Louis Armstrong Theatre in Caldcr 
Center on December 2, at 8 p.m.
The GVSU Singers will unwrap 
the Daniel Pinkham "Christmas 
Cantata”, accompanied by a brass 
ensemble.
The Festival Chorale will decorate 
the air with movements from the 
Benjamin Britten "Ceremony of 
Carols", featuring David Dettlof as 
accompanist and Debbie Frontczak 
as soprano soloist.
Placing the musical angel atop the 
tree, the GVSU Madrigal Ensemble 
and MusicMn Motion group will 
close the performance. Professor 
Ellen Pool invites all to attend the 
concert and reception following.
Lee Copenhaver conducts the 
Festival Chorale and GVSU Singers 
with the GVSU Orchestra in a 
presentation of a "Serenade to 
Music" on the evening of December 
6.
Admission to all events is free.
TREAT YOURSELF TO OUR GREAT SELECTION, A N D  Y O U ’LL DISCOVER OUR LO W  PRICES!
v
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George Bush 
on the Issues BB
41st President 
ol i he 
l nited Stales
World Affairs Compiled from the statements of George Bush
"A  Bush Administration will 
stand by nations that face internal 
and external threats to their inde­
pendence and with those who 
value liberty."
"A Bush Administration will 
also discourage Soviet and other 
state-sponsored adventurism by 
increasing the costs to those who 
use surrogate terrorist and subver­
sive forces to exploit instability in 
the developing world.”
World Hunger: “Over the 
long term, the best means of over­
coming hunger is to allow farmers 
to produce by encouraging poor 
countries to rely on the enterprise 
of their own people.”
South Africa:, “South Africa 
i'saparfah State. The vastly but- 
numbered Afrikaners, acting but 
of fear, have constructed the racist 
system of apartheid to ensure their 
political and economic suprem­
acy. That system is morally re­
pugnant to all who believe in 
human liberty, and we cannot rest 
until apartheid is eliminated from 
South Africa.”
Central America: “Our role 
in Central America is the same as 
our role in other parts of the world. 
This role is to promote peace, but 
not peace at any price. In the case 
of Central America, our objective 
is not a peace that merely stops the 
shooting and entrenches a Soviet 
beachhead.' Our main objective is 
the maintenance and e^ljjipjft j 
ment-of goyemmeitts commuted 
to freedom and democracy, gov- . 
emments that respect human 
rights and the sovereignty of their 
neighbors.”
Eastern Europe: “Our policy 
. . .  in Eastern Europe — of en­
couraging movement away from 
Soviet doctrine—offers the hope 
of more freedom for the people 
there.”
World Trade: “Increased 
trade reduces international ten­
sions and provides a better stan­
dard of living for everyone. But 
our commitment to free trade 
must be linked to a reciprocal 
commitment to fair trade by our 
trading partners. They must re­
spect our right to compete in their 
marketplace and they must com­
pete fairly in ours.”
“Protectionism benefits some 
businesses at the expense of the 
rest of the economy and exposes 
us to retaliation and the prospect 
of an all-out trade war which no 
one would win. Such measures 
drive up the cost to consumers and 
misallocate our economic re­
sources.”
“Economic growth is now as 
much a matter of foreign policy as 
it is economic policy. We should 
build on the achievement of our 
free trade zone with Canada—a 
$130 billion agreement—and 
work with our other neighbor, 
Mexico, to create a free trade zone 
of unprecedented size, a new
North American compact.”
i M ;u
Domestic
Matters
Taxes and Spending: “As
president, I will not raise taxes, 
period. We made a promise to the 
American people to lower tax 
rates for individuals and corpora­
tions, to make sure that everyone 
pays a fair share, and to simplify 
the number of brackets. I'm going 
to keep that promise. I have re­
cently proposed to reduce the 
capital gains rate to 15% (from 
28% scheduled under the Tax 
Reform Action gains held mpre 
•than one year.Presently.all prof­
its from investments are taxed at a 
minimum rate of 28%. This tre­
mendous burden discourages new 
investment, and stifles economic 
growth.”
“I support a Constitutional 
amendment requiring a balanced 
budget. And I believe the presi­
dent, like 43 state governors, 
should have the line-item veto to 
cut wasteful spending out of ap­
propriations bills."
Defense: “A president’s first 
priority is to maintain the defense 
of the country. The first question 
we should ask ourselves is not 
how much money we should 
spend, but what is required to be 
secure.”
“We must be constantly vig­
ilant, bring in the best people, and
hold them to the highest stan­
dards.”
“As President, I would over­
haul the defense acquisition proc­
ess. We can eliminate unneces­
sary and expensive steps and re­
duce the time and the cost... to get 
a weapon system into the field. 
We also need to take a hard look at 
the structure of ourmilitary forces 
to make sure that we have the 
most effective defenses, not just
the most expensive___I will have
no tolerance for the wasting of tax 
dollars through needless or ineffi­
cient defense procurement poli­
cies.”
“We should pursue arms nego­
tiation agreements with the Soviet 
Union under the four criteria 
wHifch haVe been used since the 
beginning of the Reagan Admini­
stration. We are pursuing deep 
cuts to equal levels with agree­
ments that can be verified and that 
will enhance stability.”
Education: “I support creat­
ing a new $500 million federal 
program of “Merit Schools” that 
would provide awards to individ­
ual schools that improve the edu­
cation of their students^ giving 
federal matching funds to states 
creating more magnet schools; 
expanding a new federal fund to 
finance experiments in education 
reform; and a proposal to develop 
teacher evaluation models.” 
cii'-WdJ 
Head Start/ 
academic standards. I want more 
testing of our students and more 
competency tests for teachers. 
We must stress the 4-Rs—Tread­
ing, writing, arithmetic, and 
respect.”
Sex and AIDS. If you have 
sex just once with a partner who 
has the AIDS virus your chances 
of getting the virus are about 1 in 
500. Using a condom reduces that 
risk to about 1 in 5,000. If your 
partner is an American heterosex­
ual who doesn’t use needles to 
inject drugs, hasn’t had multiple 
blood transfusions, and isn’t a 
prostitute, the chances of con­
tracting the virus from sexual 
intercourse are about 1 in 5 mil­
lion (or 1 in 50 million with a 
condom) said a recent study in the 
Journal o f the American Medical 
Association.
Local Amnesty Fetes 
Human Rights
By R ichard Peters 
Guest Writer
The GVSU Social Concerns 
committee will be participating 
in the Amnesty International 
Human Rights Day, December 
10, held in celebration of the 
40th anniversary of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.
Central Reformed Church, 
located at the comer of College 
and Fulton in Grand Rapids, will 
be h o s tin g  the ev en t. 
Registration is at 9:30 a.m. 
Coffee and doughnuts will be 
served. Early registration is 
required for those who wish to 
rccieve lunch; cost is five dollars. 
Mail a check to; Amnesty Local 
Group #325, 950 Elmdale NE, 
Grand Rapids, 49505.
The day will revolve around 
different aspects of the human 
rights theme: from human rights 
abuse in Chile, to human rights 
in the streets of Grand Rapids. 
Five hour-long workshops will 
be offered at 10:15 a.m., 
follow ing registration and 
opening remarks, and these will 
be repeated at 12:30 so that 
participants can attend two 
workshops.
The workshops include “Doom 
to the Death Penalty," which 
discusses capital punishment in 
the U nited  S tates; "An 
In troduction  to Am nesty 
In te rn a tio n a l,” in whitfh 
participants learn how to become
involved; "The 'Disappeared' in 
Chile," discussing abuse in Chile 
over the past fifteen years via 
presentations and poetry readings; 
"Human Rights in the Streccls of 
Grand Rapids," which brings the 
issues home; and "Learning to 
Think About Human Rights,” 
which brings the issues to heart.
Elisabeth Dreyfuss will present 
the keynote address "Impacting 
Human Rights in *88," following 
a "bag lunch" from the Bun 
Basket. Dreyfuss is a member of 
the Board of Directors for 
Amnesty International, as well as 
Assistant Dean for Community 
Education About the Law at 
Cleveland State University Law 
School. She founded the "Law 
and Public Service Magnet High 
School" in Cleveland, and has 
been involved with AI since 
1974.
At 3 p.m. Ramon Flores, 
residing in the U.S. under 
political assylum from El 
Salvador, will speak of cvnts 
leading to his imprisonment, and 
of his release to the U.S. thanks 
to AI and the International Red 
Cross.
At 4 p.m. the day will 
crescendo to its close writh music 
from the Pillar of Fire Society. 
And at 5 p.m. the day will end 
with a candlelight song and 
prayer service.
For more information contact 
Andrew Atwood, Local Group 
Coordinator, at 363-9327.
PLOT
From p. 5
him over miles of territories south 
and east and west with no sign of a 
P lo t- not even an Idea. He turned 
and headed north, for home once 
again.
His bike lay dumped in the drive 
where it had once stood and a 
weary, sweaty Writer sal slumped 
on the porch, empty notepad at his 
side, fingers combing through his 
matted hair.
Suddenly the Plot jumped out 
from behind a wavy lock and fell to 
the ground at the Writer’s feeL With 
lightning reflexes the Writer drew
his pen, and used it. The Plot 
spurted red between the bars on the 
notepad and the Writer grinned, and 
put his weapon away.
"Now that I've got you Plot, I’d 
like to know where the devil you 
were hiding up there. I had already 
looked once..."
"I know," sighed the Plot. "I 
never imagined you'd look in the 
same place twice. I've been there 
since you pulled your hat on.”
"Right in front of my eyes the 
whole time," said the Writer, awed. 
"I never would have thoughL .."
"No, neither would I," said Plot.
$s>
tiVE a itTrtE
A r o M t f u s
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Williams is Tournament MVP
Lady Cagers Dominate over Weekend
By Jeff Reed
Sports Writer
The women’s basketball team 
ended a very seccessful week with 
a very successful result— the 
championship in the White Divi­
sion of the weekend’s Grand 
Rapids Press Tournament. Their 
Saturday win over Saginaw Val­
ley State (1 -1) by a score of 69-65 
gave Grand Valley (4-1) part of 
the championship along with host 
Aquinas College who won the Red 
Division.
Tournament MVP Karrie Wil­
liams was the strength of the Lak­
ers’ offensive attack once again. 
Williams, last week’s Laker Ath­
lete of the Week, was also named 
as this week’s GLIAC Player of 
the Week. Over the weekend, 
Williams had 32 points and 15 
rebounds as well as four steals 
from her forward position.
Other key contributors to the 
weekend’s successful events were:
senior point guard Toni Phelps, 
who, behind her 18 point, 10 assist 
performance, was also named to 
the All-Tournament Team; guard 
Shelli Nemeth, with 30 points and 
seven assists; forward Carrie Dil­
lon, the defensive catalyst, who 
also added 18 points to the Laker 
effort; and reserve Helle Math- 
ieson, who came off the bench to 
add 24 crucial points.
The Laker part of the tourna­
ment began Friday, November 26, 
when Calvin College took the floor 
against the Lady Lakers. Grand 
Valley dominated the first half and 
went into the locker rooms with a 
36-23 advantage. Coach Pat Baker- 
Grzyb attributed the Laker domi­
nance to great defense, especially 
Dillon, who always seems to get 
the toughest assignments. Grand 
Valley cruised from then on and 
won easily, 72-51.
That game set up the division 
championship against Saginaw 
Valley State. The two teams played
a hard-fought first half in front of 
400 spectators. The end result was 
a 37-37 tie between the two well- 
matched teams. Foul problems 
hampered Saginaw Valley, though, 
and Grand Valley took advantage 
of their 37 foul shots to produce 
the eventual winning margin, 69- 
65. The lead changed hands five 
times during the second half. 
Williams, Nemeth,and Mathieson 
each had agame-high 15 points to 
escort the Lakers through the 
championship.
Host Aquinas (3-2) breezed in 
their Red Division championship 
game. They outscored Northwood 
Institute by 23 points inthe second 
half toclaim theirpartin the cham­
pionship.
Aquinas had a tougher time 
earlier in the week with Grand 
Valley, however. Led by 17-point 
performances by Williams and 
Nemeth, the Lakers beat Aquinas 
on their home court, 65-64. Once 
again, Grand Valley’s edge came
from the free-throw stripe where 
they outscored Aquinas 11-1. 
Helle Mathieson, with another 
strong effort off the bench (11 
points, 7 assists), andToni Phelps, 
who included two three-point 
baskets in her 12 points and five 
assists, also played a big part for 
the victors.
The Lady Lakers have a busy 
schedule in the upcoming week. 
On Thursday they will travel to 
face the University of Michigan- 
Dearbom, and on Saturday they’ll 
try to improve their record at 
Ashland College in Ohio. Tues­
day will feature another away 
match in Midland, Michigan 
against the squad from Northwood 
Institute. Finally, next Wednes­
day , December 8, the Lady Lakers 
will prepare for their conference 
season by facing Indiana Purdue- 
Fort Wayne in a home match start­
ing at 5:45 p.m.
Grand Valley 
Grapplers 
Matted Down in 
Match
By Jason Anglin
Sports Writer
The Laker wrestling team lost 
their first dual meet of the season 
to Lake Superior State University 
by a score df 21-14 Wednesday, 
November 23.
In the meet, no pins were re­
corded for either team but a few 
major decisions, worth four points 
in a dual meet, were scored by 
Lake Superior. Out of the five 
matches thatLSSU won, and two 
that they tied, they had two major 
decisions. Grand Valley had three 
wins and two ties in the meet to 
make up the fourteen points they 
scored.
At the 118 pound weight class, 
GVSU’s Robert Symanns was 
defeated 7-3, giving LSSU a 3-0 
lead.
In the 126 pound class, LSSU 
wrestler Mike Centanni scored 14 
points to Grand Valley’s David 
Strejc’s five to add four points to 
the LSSU score.
At 134, Lake Superior’s Mike 
Goemer defeated GVSU’s B J . 
Schroder and gave four points to 
his team.
Winning tfie 142 pound class 
was Lake Superior wrestler Scott 
Bolan, who won a close match, 9- 
7 against Laker Pat Lambrecht 
At 150, Laker Joe Scane and 
Lake Superior’s Eric Cluck tied 5-
5, scoring two points for both 
teams.
GVSU’s 158 pounder, Jerry 
Brown, went against Jon Biggert, 
who injured his knee during the 
match, giving two points to each 
team.
Laker Mike young lost to LSSU 
wrestler Brandon Forga at 167,5- 
1, bringing LSSU’s lead to 21-4.
At the 177 pound weight class, 
Grand Valley’s Jim Price began to 
erase the deficit by beating Lake 
Superior’s Mike Root 4-1, to give 
the Lakers #their first win of the 
matchg. * 5
The Laker’s second win of the 
meet was chalked up by Jim Koer- 
beratthe 190 pound class. Koer- 
ber beat LSSU’s Dave Senicus in 
aclosematch,4-3. Koerberadded 
three points to the Laker score.
The most exciting match of the 
day was in the Unlimited Weight 
Class. In the match, Grand 
Valley’s MikeGohnbeatLSSU’s 
Rich Richardson 11 -2, despite a 
nosebleed that continued through­
out most of the match. Gohn scored 
the only major decision for the 
Lakers, giving Grand Valley the 
last four points.
When Coach Jim Scott was 
asked about the loss he said, “We 
made a lot of freshman errors and 
not just by the freshmen. We had 
to win the close matches."
Coach Scott also implied that 
the Laker's could turn three of the 
losses against Lake Superior to 
wins by the conference meet.
Lakers Lose Heartbreaker
First Loss for Grand Valiev Men's Basketball
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer
Grand Valley State’s men’s 
basketball team suffered their first 
defeat in heartbreaking fashion last 
week.
Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne 
used a buzzer-beating shot from 
Lloyd Sergent to set back the 
Lakers, 80-78, in the Field House 
at Grand Valley State University.
The contest was close through­
out, as there were 12 lead changes 
and 19 tied scores, while neither 
team could build a lead of more 
than 10 points.
The first half went back and 
forth, and GV closed with a 5-0 
run to take a 45-40 lead into the 
locker room.
Grand Valley began the second 
half with a quick 6-1 spurt to take 
their biggest lead of the game, 51 - 
41. They continued to hold a slim 
advantage until the Mastadons
scored 10 consecutive points 
midway through the half to take a 
69-65 lead. • • i v
The contest remained close until 
freshman Joe Schuitema hita three- 
point bomb for GVSU, and John 
Bow connected on a free throw for 
IPFW, to lie the score at 78 with 
just seconds remaining.
The Mastadons gained posses­
sion of the ball, and after calling a 
timeout, set up for the game-win­
ning shot. Sergent ended up with 
the ball inside after rebounding his 
own miss, and then calmly hit the 
short bank shot as the buzzer 
sounded.
Indiana-Purdue was led by 
Bruce Roland’s game high 23 
points, while Steve Bard chipped 
in with 19. The Laker starting five 
all placed in double figures, led by 
Todd Jenks’ 22 and Kent 
Wiersma’s 17. Terry Smith added 
11, while Ed Finch and Shawn 
O’Mara split 20 points.
By Brian Purvis
Guest Sports Writer
\ker basketball coach, Tom Villemure, protests a call in Iasi week s
,ocur PhotosUulie Edingerime against IPFW.
Ed Finch (42), and the Lakers drove hard fopr a victory last week, but 
were slopped shrt, 80-78 Photo!Julie Edinger
Victory at Sea
Lady Swimmers Take Revenge at Conference
vember 22 meet at the opponent’s 
pool. The Laker women won every 
event except one in a 122:82 vic­
tory, and the men took all events 
except one, for a 118-82 victory.
Joe Skrycki was a double win­
ner in the 100 and 1000 freestyle, 
whi le John VanderSloot, usually a 
distance man, showed his versatil- 
ity in winning both the 200 indi­
vidual medley and the 100 back- 
stroke. Divers Matt - Inman, 
Heather Dutcher, and Heather Kent 
swept the diving events, and all 
improved over previous meets. 
Karla B lock won the 500 and 1000 
free, while Laura Briggs, within a 
half a second of qualifying for 
natonals in the 50 free, captured 
both the 100 and 50 freestyle 
events.
The men are now 2-1 in dual 
meet competition and the women 
are 1 -1. Their next meet is Satur­
day, December 3 at Grand Valley, 
where they w i 11 go up against rival 
Ferris State.
The Grand Valley men’s swim 
team took revenge on Saturday, 
November 19, by conquering nine 
out of eleven events. Last year, 
the Lakers fell to the Huskies in 
two dual meets, but came back to 
beat them at the conference meet. 
This year, they started out by turn­
ing die tables with a 140-97 vic­
tory.
Coach Dewey Newsome noted 
a few highlights of the meet. In 
various freestyle events, Joe 
Skrycki, Dana Silcox, Tom 
Newhall, John VanderSloot, and 
Jeff Bailey swam outstanding 
limes. Dave Achterhofdid also, in 
the 200 backstroke, as well as Matt 
Inman in the one and three meter 
diving events. Overall, the men 
pulled together and did what they 
had to do.
Both Grand Valley teams rolled 
over Alma in their Tuesday, No-
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Jenks and Wiersma: A Tough Twosome
By Tim Padot
CTucst Writer
No matter when the pressure 
hits a Grand Valley Basketball 
game, in the middle or the end, 
Todd Jenks and Kent Weirsma 
will stand up straight to give 
guidance and leadership . 
Weirsma is the old veteran in his 
fourth year, while Jenks has been 
cast as his young partner.
As a freshman, Jenks saw 
some time at off-guard behind 
Weirsma. With the graduation of 
Mike Davis last year, Jenks was 
challenged with an open point 
guard position this year.
"There is a lot of pressure on 
the point-guard because he has to 
be the floor director, and being a 
sophomore there is even more. I 
love the challenge, though, and 
it's fun to learn a totally new 
position," commented Jenks.
Jenks is not going to be the 
next Mike Davis. He doesn't 
need to fill anyone's shoes, as he 
was third in voting for the famed 
M ichigan High School Mr. 
Basketball Award in 1987.
Jenk’s leadership and explosive 
scoring was showcased in the 
first half of the Grand Valley 
T i p - O f f  T o u r n a m e n t
championship game against 
Central State of Ohio. „ 
Grand Valley was down 12 
points with just under two and a 
half minutes left in the half. 
However, in 65 seconds, Jenks 
scored two points from the floor, 
hit four of four free throws, and 
dished an assist to Ed Finch for a 
three pointer. With 1:25 left, 
Grand Valley was only down 
three points in a game they 
eventually won, 80-76.
Kent Weirsma started every 
game last year, and earned an 
Honorable Mention spot on the 
ail-Great Lakes Conference team. 
He is one of the best pure 
shooters in the league, and has ' 
hit on 47% of his three-point 
attempts in the last two seasons.
"Kent is a silent leader who 
leads by example, and by 
showing a lot of maturity," Jenks 
stated.
Weirsma and Jenks have felt 
the pressure of shooting a free 
throw alone in front of nearly a 
thousand spectators, but they 
have missed only three of the 
thirty-six they've attempted this 
year.
This guard tandem knows when 
to slow down the pace and calm 
the team dow n,.but when the
Karrie Williams played her way to 
Laker Athlete of the Week honors for 
the second week in a row. She led the 
women’s hoop te am jo j^gha p ip iqnsh ip , 
at the GR Press Tournament last 
weekend, with 32 points, 15 rebounds, 
four steals. She was theand
tournament MVP, as well as 
Player of the Week last week, 
considerations: Toni Phelps,
Jenks, Mike Gohn, Laura Briggs.
GLIAC
Other
Todd
GIFT OF A LIFETIME!
KARNS
ELECTRONICS 
910 E. Fulton 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503 
phone 458-5869
WE HAVE MOVED 
TO 'THE LIGHTHOUSE"
12015 LINDEN
2 miles north of 
Lk. Michigan Dr.
Join us Sundays
10:15 am Bible Studies 11:15 am Famiiy Bible Hour
Info Call ’
Fellowship 
Bible Chapel
8 9 5 - 5 1 1 5
momentum has shifted to the 
other team, they can really turn 
up the heat.
This type of heat was present 
at the Lakers last game against 
Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne. 
With 9:10 left in the first half, 
the guards thought it was time to 
lead by example. In the next 
nine minutes, they combined for 
19 of the 21 points scored by 
Grand Valley, and the other two 
points scored on a Terry Smith 
dunk were assisted from the floor. 
Jenks went into the locker room 
with ten points and four 
rebounds. If that wasn't enough, 
the duo came out to score six of 
the first eight points in the 
second half by combining to 
shoot six for six from the line in 
the first three minutes.
Coach Tom Villemure said, 
"I'd like to move Todd to an 
off-guard or small forward ....Rob 
Gurney is very capable of 
handling the point."
Whatever position these two 
athletes play, they will create 
excitement and leadership. When 
the opposing team looks like 
they’re pulling away and the 
crowd starts to get restless, look 
for #14 and #22 to create some 
magic.
& ^  ......... ... ..... . • /
Wednesday, November 16
-  Men’s Basketball vs. Tri State- 7:45 p.m.
e Thursday, December 1
A -  Women's Basketball at U of M-Dearbom- 7 p.m.L L Friday, December 2
A «  Hockey vs. Calvin-10 p.m.
n ~  Men's Basketball at Kentucky State- 7:30 p.m.
K M Saturday, December 3
-  Hockey at Calvin-1 p.m.
IS P ~  Wrestling at Illinois Open- 9 a.m.
[Rj -- Men's and Women's Swimming vs. Ferris- 7 p.m.
A -  Women's Basketball at Ashland- 7 p.m.
Tuesday, December 6
* -  Women's Basketball at Northwood- 5:45 p.m.
-  Men's Basketball at Northwood- 8 p.m.
[f
This Week: Dewey Newsome, Swim Coach
Recently someone asked me 
why I do what I do. Why do 1 
get up at 5 a.m. every morning 
for practices, spend the mornings 
teaching and managing the 
aquatic programs, get back in 
the pool at 2 p.m. for two more 
swim practices, and then have the 
divers coming in from 5-7 p.m.?
Why? Because I like it! No, I 
don't like the long hours in the 
middle of the season, and not 
being a morning person, I will 
never like the 5 a.m. wakcup. 
But I do like working with the 
group o f highly dedicated, 
enthusiastic people which make 
up our teams. I do it for the 
same reasons they d o -  the 
rewards which come from our 
participation in athletics and 
sports.
With less than thirty percent of 
GVSU athletes receiving any sort 
of related financial aid, it can't be 
a monetary reward we seek. With 
the struggle of working practices 
and contests around classes and 
study times, it can't be because it 
is the easy way to go. 
Furthermore, the little payoff that 
is structured into sport in the 
form of winning goes only to a 
few select successful athletes. 
There is only one winner in a
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
But . . .  You aren't sure what plasma is used 
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
‘ PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
‘ All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &1/2 hours o f your time.
race and it doesn't always go to 
those who train the best. So 
where arc the rewards to come 
from?
I believe that the best rewards 
in athletics come from the same 
place that rewards in the 
classroom come from. Rewards 
come from being able to set 
individual realistic, measurable 
goals and going for them. These 
goals must be readily attainable 
with persistent, conscientious 
work. A person's self-reaction to 
goal attainment is a principal 
source of rewards.
Each day must be a step toward 
these goals. If we just show up 
and put in our time at practices or 
in the classroom, then wc arc not 
working toward our goals and arc 
wasting our own time. Each 
practice, each class, offers us an 
opportunity to learn, to grow. If 
we don't lake advantage of that 
opportunity then wc have lost it 
forever.
I enjoy the challenge of 
assisting individuals in reaching 
their goals. I can't set their goals 
nor can I do their workouts for 
them, I can only guide and direct. 
Each individual must decide for 
themselves if the rewards arc 
worth the price. Because they are 
for the most part a very goal 
oriented, positive group, I am 
willing to give of my lime and 
energies to helping them get 
what they want. I believe that I 
can get everything in life that I 
want, if I help enough other 
people get what they want.
Can you  
afford to gam ble 
w ith  th e LSAT, GMAT, 
GRE,orMCA3?
Probably not. Stanley H.
lion students prepare for their 
grad school exams. So if you 
need a refresher class, or even if 
you re fresh out of college, 
call Why take a change with 
your career7
„,&s ,| I  KAPLAN
* bydonatingplasma twdcygi^week. r
m
Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER 
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE 
GRAND RAPIDS 
241-6335
STANlfYH K API AN EDUCATIONAL CENTBUJD
DON'T COMPETE WITH 
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE
2627 East Beltine S.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49506 
957-9701
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ALL-G L1 AC FOOTBALL TEAM
FIRST TERM OlfFENSE
PQS NfidE JHS1 HI 1&. JtEflfiREC Brent Earl ..i HC 6-1 195 , SRREC Andre Johnson FSU 5-9 155 JRREC David Lee USU 5-7 140 SROL HartK Sweeney ^ NMU 6-3 262 SROL Mike Gladnick HC 6-4 250 SROL Tie  BatonI an HC 6-0 235 SROL Hflmb Pm 1 mc A—S 90S fiR
OL Ken Arnold susu 6-3 270 JRQB Brian  Boyse HC 5-11 165 SRRB Steve Avery NMU 6-2 215 SRRB Robb Cook SUSU 6-0 185 SORB Kevin M itche ll SUSU 5-11 175 SOK Tom Seeke NMU 6-1 202 SR
OUSU SECOND TERM
Tom M itc h e ll-  OL-  SR
GUSLI HONORABLE MENTION
Frank Miotke-  REC-  SR . '
Bob M itc h e ll-  REC-  FR
David Beebe- OL-  JR
E ric Lynch-  RB-  FR
Isai ah Lipsey-  RB-  SO
Jack H u l1-  QB-  FR
GLIAC FRESHMAN OF THE VEAR- Jack Hu 11
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
m . NAME m i HI_ fcH
DL Keith  Cini HC 6-1 225 SR
DL Brad Schuenemann NMU 6-2 225 SR .
DL Doug Johnson GUSU 6 -2 245 SR
DL Jim Beson FSU 5-10 220 SR
DL Marty AItounian USU 6-0 240 SR
LB Rodney Patterson HC 6-0  •. 205 SR
LB Mark Maddox ; t NMU 6+3-wm *216 SO «.r» v "'Sj j
LB Ray Fisher SUSU 6-2 215 SR
DB Jerry Uoods NMU 5-11 186 SR
DB Aaron Pouie 1 1 NMU 6-1 197 SR
DB Derrick Mason USU 5-10 175 SR
DB Nate Perkins HC 5-10 180 SR
P Lloyd McClelland SUSU 5-11
, 9 5  v
SR
n SECOND TEAM s:
Scott Taylor- DL- SR j .* •
Charles Sippal- LB- SO w  . V Lv Yigji,
Carl Po1lard- DB-SR V-_ ,* "  l. . . ■ • £?.| *1
a m HONORABLE MENTION
Marc Bland-' LB- SO ' . ' "  r .  ? , .■  . . ■
Baart Duffjeld- LB- SO i !<' !
Dar i n Mulcahy- LB- JR , , -r _____
• -T*
. V- V -^-----
f  ? W I ' *  ' •* •§ o V Jt- *♦ < t  - , t r •• •
L a k er  L e a d e r s .. .
« V %.*" J ■' * * ;■ ' ? ?;* ‘ | ' * i •• . • * * v ,* ' %.
Compiled by Sarah Stinson
The Lady Laker volleyball team finished its season -with 20 wins, 
for the ninth straight year they have acheived that many.... Wendy 
Lesch was the tbp server in the Great Lakes conference, with 75 aces 
in S8 gamester a dominating l  J^4tverage.... CoUeenJiifiirphy took 
the top honors in assists, with a 9.42 average.... Karla Hartline and 
Allison Scou-Nord continue to hold their places among the 
conference's best...
When the Men's Basketball team scored 125 points in their 
exhibition win o*er the University of Windsor, they established a 
field house record for points scored by one team.... ToddJenks, a 6-1 
sophomore guard from Haslett, was a nominee for the men's 
basketball GLIAC Player of the Week....
Karrie williams, a 5-f l  junior forward, Was the women's hoop 
GLIAC Player of the Week. At the Grand Rapids Press Tournament, 
she hit 55.6 percent of her floor shots, averaged 8.7 rebounds, and 
16.3 points.... Williams and 5-7 guard Toni Phelps were named to 
the All Tournament team over the weekend....
GVtoHostMHSAA Basketball
ALLENDALE- Grand Valley 
State will host the Michigan 
H igh School A thletic  
Association Girls Basketball 
Finals on Saturday, December 
13, 1988 in the Grand Valley 
State Field House.
The tournament Will feature 
two sessions, starting with the 
Class D game at noon, followed 
by Class A at 2 p.m., with the 
Class C contest and will be 
followed by the Class B game at 
7:30. Only general admission 
tickets will-be available and the
price is $4.00 for each session. 
Advance tickets will go on sale 
December 1.
Grand Valley State has hosted a 
semi-final Sand finals for the'past 
two years, but the format will be 
changed this year and the semi­
finals will be played at four high 
school locations in the Grand 
Rapids area.
Mike Stodola will serve as 
tournament director again this 
year and Marc Sharpton as 
association director. Bod) can be 
reached at (616) 895-3313
Critics are to Hard
It seems whenever Jim McMahon, the quarterback for the Chicago 
Bears, goes down with an injury,he receives endless criticism from many 
football fans. They usually call McMahon a wimp or say he is always hurt 
However, if  McMahon’s crimes would look at his style of play, maybe 
they would understand. McMahon is a hard-nosed quarterback who 
doesn’t run out-of-bounds, or slide before receiving a defensive h it Of 
course this is unlike the Minnesota Vikings’ Think /  Won't 
quarterbacks who think that every time they . .  . .  •: *
run the ball, the defensive team should pull a W n t B  A u O U t  i t ?
•flag out Of their belt.- ”  ^  «***'■*  b y  J o e L o w d e h
• This is professional, football we are talking . . . s '
about— a traditionally tough sprat. McMahon is playing the game like it 
is supposed to be played. As a result, he is frequently in the middle of some 
tough hits.
In (he 1986 Super Bowl, the Bears and McMahon whipped the Patriots.
legs from New 
:Mahon into a 
ricked himself
si:i '
:•:•: : :(M
Wanted
CONGRATU LATION S!! 
>arah Scott and Marissa Ruggles 
"or receiving District Citations 
rom  the East Central District 
>RSSA!
r e s u m e s  
Make a great first impression 
on po ten tia l em ployers. 
Professionally designed and 
dessktop published. Reasonable 
rates. Contact M ichele at 
281-3105. .
W RITERS AND ARTISTS
for The Lanthorn. M ust be 
energetic, and able to meet 
deadlines. Prior experience 
preferred, but not necessary. For 
more info or to apply, stop into 
The Lanthorn office, lower level 
Kirkhof Center, 895-3120 or 
895-3608. , tfnc
T R A V E L  F I E L D
O P P O R T U N IT Y  - Gain 
valuable marketing experience 
while earning money and free 
trips. Campus representative
needed immediately for spring 
-break trips- to Florida and South
Padre Island. Call Echo Tours at 
1-800-999-4300. 10-5tp
C L A SSIFIE S  ADS, w anted  
for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first 
15 words. 150 for each additional 
word. $1.00 for border. All ads 
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn 
office is in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The 
Lanthorn. Grand Valley State 
University, Allendale, MI 49401. 
Deadline is six days prior to 
publication (Thursday at 5pm).
tfnc
In that game, McMahon received a j 
England defenseman Fred Mqriqn. 
forward flip like a trapeze artist Afterwar 
up and ran back to the hiiddle. . .• f
Unfortunately, the major reason for McMahon’s injuries are the 
cheapshots he has received from defensive opponets. These cheapshots 
or illegal hits McMahon has been a victim of are similar to the Los 
Angeles Raiders style of play, *' .
For instance, in 1986, in a home game against the Green Bay Packers, 
the Packer’s defensive lineman George Martin threw McMahon illegally 
to the frozen turf of Soldier field. This wias well after McMahon had 
thrown the football.
As aresult, McMahon was out the entire season witha shoulderinjury. 
This injury w as to  serious ihatMcMahonwas even questionable to play 
in the 1987 season. He made the cover of Sports Illustrated with the 
headline stating, “Will McMahon play in ’87?" The headline should have 
included, “-Thanks to George Martin."
Just when McMahon isable to play, somebody else will deliberately try 
to hurt him. In this year’s Patriots upset over the Bears, McMahon was 
knocked out with a deliberately inflicted injury.
Replays showed that after McMahon was down from a New England 
sack, a defensive lineman intentionally turned McMahon’s knee. 
McMahon himself even admitted he felt somebody turning his leg after 
he was on the ground. Asa result, McMahon is not playingnow. It is this 
type of “dirty pool” that keeps McMahon on the disabled list and not in 
the starting lineup.
Regardless of his injuries McMahon is a winner. The Bears were 
without the full services of McMahon ineach of their two losses this year.
Mike Ditka, the Bears head coach, described the importanceof McMahon 
best when he was quoted in the Grand Rapids Press as saying, “Besides 
playing well, he’s still our inspirational leader on offense.”
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Week #14
, Hey,, le i’s  dear sometbin^op^that was thought to be cleared up in last week’s 
edition. The Notre Dame-Pittsburgh game in week #12' was thrown out because 
Notre Dame didn't play Pitt., they played Penn St. So all o f you who thought you 
beat the "Foursome”, recount, NOT COUNTING THAT GAME. The Foursome 
didn't get that game either, so no one is benefiting from it.
On to this weeks action. Kelly Tripuk thinks he has the trophy in the bag, but 
E.C. is trying to make it a ballgame with a late comeback. A seven game difference 
separates the two. The Madman was rolling last week and is looldng for another 
good week, what with picking the Cowboys and Packers as upsets. Tony Bake is 
drifting away from the lead, but insists it isn't over 'til it's over. This week is only 
18 games and next week, the last week will consist o f  mostly bowl games over the 
winter break. Let's not get ahead o f ourselves. OK?
*, • r
Kelly Israels Tony Baker Stan Quirin 
136-252(54%)
Eric C. Nietling 
155-252(62%)1*2.252(64%! 149-252(59%)
Emfeaifloal
Buffalo at Tampa Bay Bills Bills BUIs BUIs
Dallas at Cleveland Browns Browns Cowboys Browns
Denver at L. A. Raiders Raiders Broncos Raiders Raiders
Green Bay at Detroit Lions Lions Packers Lions
Indianapolis at Miami Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins
New Orleans at Mmnesota Vikings Vikings Vikings Vikings
N. Y. Jets at Kansas City Chiefs Chiefs Jets Jets
Phoenix at N. Y. Giants Giants Cardinals Giants Cardinals
San Diego at Cincinnati Bengals Bengals Bengals Bengals
San Francisco at Atlanta 49ers 49ers 49ers 49ers
Seattle at New England Patriots Patriots Patriots Patriots
Washington at Philadelphia Eagjes Redskins Eagles Redskins
Pittsburgh at Houston Oilers OUers OUers Steelers
College
Syracuse at Pittsburgh Pittsburgh Syracuse Syracuse Pittsburgh
Texas Tech at Oklahome S t Oklahoma S t Oklahoma St. Oklahoma S t Oklahoma St.
Navy at Army Army Navy Army Army
Oregon at Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii Oregon Oregon
Miami,Fla. at Brigham Young Miami Miami Miami Miami
Rules
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of 
each game. (Check only one box per game.)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in 
that game.
3. Be sure that you print your name, address and phone number so 
that when you win we can contact you.
4. Any entrant who outpicks any of the "Fearsome Foursome" will 
automatically get his or her name put in the paper for that particular 
week.
5. The top person who outpicks the "Fearsome Foursome" will get 
his or her picture and a write-up in the paper that week.
6. All winners will go into a hat, and at the end of the semester four 
random drawings will be held for four pairs of tickets to the winners' 
favorite professional sports team.
The drawing will be held on January 11,1989. All winners will 
be notified and given one week to claim their prize or it will be 
forfeited.
8; Contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty, and staff, 
excluding those who work for The Lanthorn.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 PM.
Check only one box per matchup.
No more than one entry per week per person.
LJ BUFFALO AT TAMPA BAY □
c
■MV
] DALLAS AT CLEVELAND 
1
□
c J DENVER AT LA. RAIDERS □
c | GREEN BAY AT DETROIT □
c | INDIANAPOLIS AT MIAMI □
c | NEW ORLEANS AT MINNESOTA □
c | N.Y. JETS AT KANSAS CITY □
□ PHOENIX AT N.Y. GIANTS □
□ SAN DIEGO AT CINCINNATI □
i □ SAN FRANCISCO AT ATLANTA □
□ SEATTLE AT NEW ENGLAND □
□ WASHINGTON AT PHILADELPHIA □
□ PITTSBURGH AT HOUSTON □
n SYRACUSE AT PITTSBURGH □
□ TEXAS TECH AT OKLAHOMA ST. □
□ NAVY AT ARMY □
□ OREGON AT HAWAII □
□
i— i
MUM I AT BRIGHAM YOUNG 
(tie-breaker) □
□ CHICAGO AT L.A. RAMS |_j
TOTAL POINTS 
IN TIE BREAKER
NAME
AnnRirKc _ .
PHONE
BEST TIME TO
